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Abstract 
An extension of Warfield duality for modules over rings whose integral closure is a finite prod- 
uct of Dedekind domains is given. Our main example illustrating the concepts also substantiates 
a conjecture of Matlis. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Clussi$cafinn: 13C 15; I3D45; ZOKZO 
In 1968 R.B. Warfield published a pivotal paper on the structure of Horn with respect 
to torsion-free abelian groups [22]. We say that a contravariant functor F: V + % 
defines a duality if F o F Enat 1~. By showing that the functor HomZ(-,A) is a rank 
preserving duality on the class of End&d)-submodules of finite sums of A, he was 
able to classify the groups having finite torsion-free rank of the form Homh(K,d), for 
a given rank one group A. 
It was perhaps folklore that Homz(-,A) is also exact on the category of Endz(A)- 
submodules of finite sums of A but this was formally proven in [21]. In any case, 
because of the rank preserving, exactness and duality features, Homh(-,A) has received 
abundant employment over the last three decades in the area of torsion-free abelian 
groups. Recently, several investigators have extended Warfield’s duality theorem by 
replacing the role of the ring Z with a more general domain [19, 8, 6, 91. 
Throughout this paper, R will represent a ring satisfying the hypotheses of Section 7 
of [3]; namely, R is a commutative Noetherian ring of Krull dimension one, zero 
nilradical, and whose integral closure i? in the full ring of quotients Q is finitely 
generated over R. Below we will say that R satisfies the standing hypothesis when all 
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of these properties hold for R. In this case, j is a finite product of Dedekind domains 
and Q a finite product of fields. Rings of this nature arise as the endomorphism rings 
of interesting classes of torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank providing an impetus 
for our study. 
The main purpose of this article is to determine which rings R, subject to the standing 
hypothesis, allow Warfield’s duality result to go through for a particular module A 
between R and Q. For a fixed submodule A of Q containing a regular element of R, 
let Ce, consist of those modules isomorphic to End&A)-submodules of A” for some n. 
We say that WarJield duality holds for R at A if HomR( -, A) defines a duality on %$. 
As it turns out, for rings satisfying the standing hypothesis, Warfield duality holds 
for R at A precisely when Horn&--,A) is exact on %?‘. Our approach in studying this 
equivalence is to reduce to case when R is local. 
Besides offering ample applications, the fundamental reason for restricting the gen- 
erality of the ring R is to obtain the important condition: If A is contained in Q and 
EndR(A) =R, then for any prime ideal P of R, EndR,(Ap) = Rp, and AP is finitely 
generated over Rp. Thus, after reducing to the local case, we are able to focus on 
ideal theoretic properties of RP relative to the fixed fractional ideal Ap. The struc- 
ture of the rings which support Warheld duality at a given module A mirrors the 
characterization of reflexive rings presented beautifully in [3, 141. Additionally, our 
main example illustrating the concepts serves to resolve affirmatively a conjecture of 
Matlis. 
Although some of the results presented here hold under more general circumstances, 
for the purpose of clarity we will hold to the restriction that the ring R satisfies the 
standing hypothesis. Given modules A4 and N, we say that M is N-reflexive if 
M Enat HomR(Hom&4, N), N). 
The ring R is called a rejexive ring if every submodule of a finite rank free module 
is R-reflexive. Below, adopting the notation of [ 191, EA represents EndR(A) n Q for a 
given module A. When A C Q, then because Q is a product of fields, EA = EndR(A). 
0. Confirming a conjecture of Matlis 
In this section, we verify that a certain subring R of a bi-quadratic number field is a 
local reflexive domain whose maximal ideal is not 2-generated. This shows the converse 
of Theorem 41 in [14] is false, and confirms the suspicion of Matlis as conveyed in 
remark (4), p. 22, of [15] (where Theorem 41 first appeared). The ring R serves us in 
the second section as well. 
Our example is R= Zg[d, m], where 772 is the ring of integers localized at 2. 
The integral closure ii, of R is the Dedekind domain r? = &[( 1 + &)/2, (1 + a)/21 
(see [ 18, p. 5 11). We will fix c( = (1 + 6)/2, p = (1 + v%)/Z, and y = afi below, and 
generally signify elements of i? using lower case greek letters. 
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The free Zz-module r? has basis 1, a,fl and y. Of course, R has the Zz-basis, 
l,v’?,v% and v@. If 6=a+bfi+c&3+dv% belongs to R with a,b,c,dEZz, 
we will refer to the coordinates of 6 below as a, 6, c and d, which are the coordinates 
of 6 relative to this particular basis. 
Proposition 1. R is a local ring whose maximal ideal is M = (2,l + &,l + 0). 
Proof. We will first show that M is maximal. Any 6 E R with respective coordi- 
nates a, b,c and d is congruent to a + b + c + d modulo M. This is because ~6 
and v% are congruent to 1 modulo M, while (1 + v6)( 1 + fi) is congruent to 
1 + ,,@ modulo M. This means J65 is congruent to 1 as well. Therefore, provided 
A4 #R, R/M % ZC2) = Z/22. Suppose 1 belongs to M, and write 1 = 26 + (1 + 6)~ + 
(1 + 0)~. To minimize further notation, let Sj, p,i and pj signify the jth-coordinates 
of 6, p and p, respectively. 
We are confronted with four equations: 
1=2& + (PI + 5~2) + (PI + 13~31, 
0 = 262 + (p2 + PI > + (P2 + 13P4h 
Summing both sides along the columns we find that 1 is congruent to 0 mod 222, which 
is in error. Therefore 1 +JM and M is a maximal ideal. 
Suppose N is a maximal ideal of R. Since R/N is finite, the field R/N must have 
characteristic 2, implying that 2R C N. We now consider congruences mod 2R. If 6 E R, 
then h2 E a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = a + b + c + d mod 2R where a, 6, c and d are the respective 
coordinates of 6. Since, 1 + v6 and 1 + Ji?; both have squares congruent to 0 mod 2R, 
and R/N is a field, 1 +&,l tv%~N. Thus N=M. 0 
A lingering glance at the last paragraph of the proof above reveals that the maximal 
ideal M = (2,l + 6,l + v’%) of R can be described as A4 = (6 E R 1 the coordinates 
of 6 sum to zero mod2). We will use this fact below. 
Proposition 2. The endomorphism ring of M, EM = R + 2yZ2. Hence EIMfR 2 ZC2,. 
proof. The endomorphism ring of A4 is a ring extension of R in R. We have (23)2 = 
(1 + &)(I + a), 2y(i + &)=i(l + 6)2(1 + m)=(3 + fi)(l + a) and 
2y( 1 + q”B) = k( 1 + &)( 14 + 2v%) = (7 + v%)( 1 + &), which all belong to M, 
so that R + 2yZ2 2 EM. On the other hand, take 6 E EM. 
Since 6 E R, we can express 6 as a+ba+c/l+dy. From 62 = 2a+bk+c2P+d2y EM 
and 2a + b2a + c2/l E R we find that d2y E R, which implies d E 222. To complete the 
proof that 6 E R + 2yZ2 we must show that b, c E 222. Because 6(1 + 6) = (a + 
3b) + bfi + 2cy + (3 + A)d( 1 + a)/2 E M and d E 222, we must have 2cy E R in 
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particular, so c E 222. Also, 6( 1 + v%) = a + ~(7 + v’%) + 2by + dcr(7 + fl) E M 
and d E 2.Z2 implies that 2by E R, so b E 222 as above. This completes the description 
of EM from which EM/R ” Z(Z) follows. 0 
Since EiM #R, M is not invertible. Therefore, the ideal M-‘M of R containing M, 
must be equal to M. But then (M-‘M-l )M = M-‘M = M and M-’ is a ring extension 
of R in R. It follows in this case that EM =M- ‘. 
Proposition 3. R is a reflexive ring. 
Proof. From Theorem 40 in [ 141 a local Noetherian domain of Krull dimension 1 
is reflexive if and only if its maximal ideal A4 satisfies, M-’ is 2-generated. From 
Proposition 2 and above, M-‘/R = EM/R” RJM is cyclic implying that M-’ is 
2-generated. 0 
We now substantiate what seems apparent. 
Proposition 4. M is not 2-generated. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that M can be generated by two elements. To facil- 
itate our discussion below, we will refer to the parity vector of 6 E R as pv(6) = 
(&I > E2> E3, E4) E z;2) where Ej = 0 if the jth-coordinate of 6 belongs to 222 and sj = 1 
otherwise. (Of course, pv is just the natural additive map from R onto R/2R followed 
by a canonical additive identification with Z$).) By the remark following Proposi- 
tion 1, 6 EM if and only if ~1 + ~2 + ~3 + ~4 = 0 in Z(2). We will first develop some 
properties of pv. 
Any 6 E R can alternately be expressed as 6 = ci + c2( 1 + &) +cs( 1 + v%) + c4( I+ 
J65) with the ci’s belonging to Z2. Therefore, 6 = cl + p with p = CZ( 1 + 6) +c3( 1+ 
0) + c4(l + fl) EM, and consequently, pv(6g) = pv(qg) + pv(pg). With this 
notation, 6 EM if and only if 21~1. Clearly M2 has the &-basis, 4, 2( 1 + v6),2( 1 + 
fl) and (1 + fi)(l + 0). This is because M2 is generated by these elements and 
these elements are independent over Z2. Keeping this in mind, we can determine the 
possible values of pv. The value of pv(cig) is (O,O, 0,O) if 2/c,, and otherwise is pv(g), 
while pv(pg) is determined by the coefficient of (1 + v%)< 1 + v%> in the repesentation 
of pg E M2 in terms of the &-basis 4,2( 1 + a), 2( 1 + v%), (1 + a)( 1 + u%) for M2. 
Le. pv(pg) is either (O,O, 0,O) or (1, 1, 1,1) depending upon whether the coefficient of 
(1 + d)( 1 + m) belongs to 2Z2 or not. From this latter description we infer that 
pv(pg)=(O,O,O,O) when ,LL~E~R, and pv(pg)=(l,l,l,l) when pg62R. 
This prompts the additional notation of setting pv(v)’ = pv(v) + (1, 1, 1, 1 > when 
v E R (i.e. pv(v)’ is the Boolean complement of the vector pv(v) in Zt2)). We now 
summarize the possible values of pv(6g) when 6g = cig + j.~g with ~1 E 772 and ,U E M. 
They are: 
l pv(g), and this occurs when 21(cl and pg E 2R; 
l pv(g)‘, and this occurs when 211~1 and pg $L 2R; 
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l (0, 0, O,O), which results when 2]ci and pg E 2R; and 
l (l,l,l,l), when 21~1 and pg42R. 
By the characterization of A4 in terms of the parity vector, pv, only eight vec- 
tors from Z;‘2, can be obtained as values. We will refer to the parity vectors other 
than (O,O, 0,O) and (1, 1, 1,1) as nontrivial. Suppose that A4 can be generated by 
two elements g and h. Express 1 + & = 6g + ph. Computing parity vectors, pv( 1 + 
6) = pv(dg) + pv(ph) so that pu( 1 + &) = ( 1, 1, 0,O) = pv(bg) + pu(ph). From the 
above considerations concerning possible values of pv(bg) and pu(ph), one of pv(g) 
and pv(h) (at least) is nontrivial. After renaming, assume that pv(g) is nontrivial. 
Additionally, we may represent 1 +fl= vg+$z. If pu(h) were trivial, then by com- 
puting parity vectors we would have pu(g) or pu(g)’ equal to pv( 1 + fl) = (1, 0, 1,O). 
But from 1 + fi= 6g + ph, under the assumption that pv(h) is trivial, pu(g) or 
pv(g)’ must be (1, l,O, 0). These two conditions on pu(g) impose conflicting restric- 
tions. Therefore, both pv(g) and pv(h) are nontrivial. 
Now express 2 = +g + Xh, and as above we may write 4 = a + PI and x = b + ~2, 
with a, b E 772 and p; E M. Then pv(2) = (0, O,O, 0) = pu(ag) + pu(bh) + pv(p~ g + PIh). 
Turning our attention to this equation, if exactly one of a or b belong to 222, say 
a~222 but b@222, then (O,O,O,O)=pv(bh)+pu(p1g+p2h)=pv(h)+pv(p1g+p2h) 
is either pu(h) or pu(h)‘, contrary to our previous observations. We are then led to 
one of the two remaining possibilities. Either: 
l a,bE222; or 
l a, b E &\2Z2. 
In the first instance, 4 and x are in M implying that 2 = $g + Xh belongs to M2. 
That 2 $! M2 can be justified as follows: after considering a possible representation of 
2=a4+b2(1+fi)+c2(1+Ji7)+d(l+fi)(l+Ji7), we see that 2 must divide 
d, so dividing by 2 will imply 1 EM, in contradiction to Proposition 1. We now rule 
out the second case. That pv(g) is equal to pv(h) or pv(h)’ follows from properties of 
pu and the fact that (0, O,O, 0) = pu(ag) + pv(bh) + pv(,u~g + ,uZh). From the equation 
1 + fi = 6g + ph, it must be that pv(g) is either (1, l,O, 0) or (O,O, 1,1) since pu(g) 
and pv(h) are either equal, or are complements of one another. But from the equation, 
pu(1 +~%)=(l,O,l,O)=pu(6g)+pu(ph), we decide that pv(g) must be (l,O,l,O) 
or (0, l,O, 1) - a contradiction. Therefore, M cannot be generated by two elements as 
an R-module. 0 
Our efforts culminate in 
Theorem 1. There is a subring of an algebraic number field which is local and re- 
,flexive but whose maximal ideal is not 2-generated. 
1. A generalization of reflexitivity 
Given a module A, we will represent the class of modules which embed as Enda( 
submodules of Am for some integer m as VA. It was shown in [8] that if R is an integral 
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domain satisfying the standing hypothesis, then every rank-l module A has the property, 
HomR( -, A) : %?A + %$ defines a duality, if and only if every ideal of R is 2-generated. 
This result was later generalized in [6] to the case when R is a Noetherian domain (an 
alternate proof of this is given in [ 111). 
A module A is said to be torsion-free of rank-l, if A < Q contains a regular element 
of R. Recall, a module M is torsion-free if no nonzero element of M is annihilated 
by a regular element of R. We are now interested in the rings R which possess a 
specific rank-l module A with the above duality property. We begin by observing that 
EA satisfies the standing hypothesis. 
Proposition 5. Let A 5 Q contain a regular element of R. Then EA satisfies the stand- 
ing hypothesis provided R does. 
Proof. Set S = EA. Since i?S is a product of Dedekind domains, l?S = S is the integral 
closure of S in Q. Let Pi,. . . , Pm be the totality of maximal ideals of R for which 
Rp, # Rpj and let RI the localization of R at R\ Ui Pi. 
By a generalization and strengthening of the Krull-Akizuki theorem [ 16, Theo- 
rem 6.91, every ring extension of RI in Q is noetherian. Hence Si = RlS is noetherian. 
Because S agrees with S at all maximal ideals of R other than PI,. . , P,,,, by Lemma 7.4 
in [3], S is noetherian. Evidently, S is one-dimensional (its integral closure S is a prod- 
uct of Dedekind domains) and S has no nilpotent elements. Finally, S/S %‘(@R)@S 
is finitely generated as an S-module. Thus, S satisfies the standing hypothesis. 0 
In light of this result, it makes sense to assume EA = R when studying torsion-free 
rank one modules over a ring R satisfying the standing hypothesis. 
Definition 1. Given a torsion-free rank-l module A of a ring R with EA = R, we say 
that Warlield duality holds for R at A if HomR(--,A) : %ff -+ WA defines a duality. Le. 
M Gnat HomR(HomR(A4, A), A) for any M E ?$. 
For any R and A4 E Ce,, M embeds in HomR(HomR(M,A), A) so the strength in the 
definition comes in requiring the natural embedding from A4 into HomR(HomR(M, A), A) 
to be onto. A related concept is the following which is a slight variation of a definition 
appearing in [ 161. 
Definition 2. Given a fractional ideal I of R, we will say that I is a canonical ideal 
for R provided EI = R and each ideal of R is Z-reflexive. 
A classical result of Jans asserts that the noetherian ring R is a reflexive ring when 
R is a canonical ideal for R [ 121. As mentioned in the introduction, our approach in 
studying Warfield duality is to localize the functor HomR( -,A). The following which 
appears in content for integral domains in [8] is critical for this purpose. The notation 
max(R) will be used to refer to the set of maximal ideals of R. 
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Lemma 1. Let A be a rank-l torsion-free module over a ring R satisfying the 
standing hypothesis and let M E Ce,. Then, for any P E max(R), HomR(M,A)p = 
HomR,(Mp,Ap). 
Proof. We will basically follow the proof from [8] although more care must be taken 
due to the way localizations behave. Given a fixed P~max(R), let T be the tor- 
sion module Coker(A +Ap) and let B = Im(A -AP). We will first show that T = 
03 P,EmaxcRj T,I. Observe that R is a product RI x . . x R, of Dedekind domains. Since 
R is an essential extension of R which is integral, the minimal primes of R must be 
of the form R n (&j Ri) for some index j. 
Our first step is to show that (Tpt)p~ = 0 when P” and P’ are distinct maximal 
ideals of R. Since P’ # P”, Pk,, = Rptt, and so R~II @R R/(P’)m = 0 for any positive 
integer m. Thus, Rp,, @R R/J = 0 for any P’-primary ideal J. Now let 0 # y E T. The 
order ideal of y, annR( y), has a reduced primary decomposition J1 n . . n Jk. Because 
R modulo any minimal prime is torsion-free (see above), the primary ideals -I, must 
belong to maximal ideals. Let y’ denote the image of y in Tp,. Then, either y’ = 0 or 
y’ has order ideal JiRp’ where Ji belongs to P’. Therefore, when y’ # 0, (y’) ” R/J 
where J is P’-primary. This implies that (T,w)P,, = 0. 
On the other hand, after noting that BP = Ap, given x E T, we may write x = b/s + 
B E T with b E B and s E R\P. Consider the natural map from v : T + &,,EmaxcRj Tpf. 
When s $! P’, the P’-component of v(x) is s-‘(b + B) = 0. Since s is only contained 
in finitely many maximal ideals of R, v(x) belongs to @P,Emax(Rj Tpf. In combination, 
our remarks show that T E $P,EmaxcRj TPI since the map v is locally an isomorphism. 
With regard to the sequence 0 + K + A + B + 0, K = Ker(A + AP) = {a E A 1 there 
is an r E R\P with ra=O} [20, Theorem 3.711. It follows that I = {a E R 1 there is 
an Y E R\P with ra = 0) = K n R. Because I is finitely generated, there is an element 
6 E R\P such that 61= 0 [20, Theorem 3.811. Then 6K &A is an image of the torsion 
module K/I ” (R+K)/R 2 A/R and since A is torsion-free, 6K = 0. Consequently, 6 an- 
nihilates HomR(M,K) and Extk(M,K) so both modules localize to 0 at P. We conclude 
that HomR(M,A)p = HomR(M, B)p. 
Consider the sequence 
From the arguments above, the module T decomposes into @P,Emax(Rj T~I with T, = 0. 
Referring to the induced sequence 
0 ---f HomR(M, B) --) HomR(M, AP) 5 HomR(M, T), 
we will confirm that Im c( is a torsion module. 
By assumption, M embeds in a finite sum A”‘. With 6 E R\P such that SK = 0, 
&Km fU4) = 0 and N =MI(K” nM) embeds in B”. Inasmuch as 6 is a unit in Rp, 
HomR(M,Ap) = HomR(N,Ap). Thus, in order to show that Im c( is torsion, we may 
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consider the sequence 
0 -+ HomR(N,R) + HomR(N,AP). 
Since R/R is finitely generated and torsion, there is a regular element p E R for 
which pl? CR. With B =I?B, set I? = RN 2 B”‘. We note that pN C N and pj C B. 
First, consider the commutative diagram: 
O- HomR(fi,& 
I( 
- HomR(N, B) 
O-HomR(#,Bp); HomR(N, BP ) 
Both the cokernels of p and y are bounded by the regular element p, while f and y 
are embeddings with cokemel f torsion. This last observation follows from the fact 
that L? is a product of a finite number of rank one modules over integral domains and 
&? decomposes accordingly. As a result, cokemel g is torsion as well. 
Now, consider the diagram: 
O-HomR(N, B) h -HomR(N, BP ) 
O-HomR(N,B) ’ -Horn&V, BP) 
Since the vertical maps are monomorphisms with cokemels bounded by p, and since 
cokemel g is torsion, h has torsion cokemel as required. 
Since Im c1 is a torsion module, Im a must be contained in $P,EmaxCRj tHomR(M, Tpf ) 
where t indicates the torsion subfunctor. But, as argued above, t HomR(M, Tpf ) is a 
torsion module over Rp( and therefore (t HomR(M, Tpf ))p = 0. Therefore, (Im 3)~ C: 
HomR(M, Tp) = 0. In summary, HomR(M, A)p = HOmR(hf,&). Sin&? HOmRp(MP, Ap) = 
HomR(M,HomR,(Rp,Ap)) holds generally, the lemma has been supported. 0 
It is a standard result in commutative ring theory that HomR(M,A)p = HomR,(Mp, 
Ap) when A4 is finitely presented [20] or [7], so Lemma 1 is a generalization of this 
in the context of this work. 
Lemma 2. Let A be a torsion-free rank-l module over a ring R satisfying the standing 
hypothesis and suppose EA = R. Then for any P E max(R), Ap is finitely generated 
over Rp. 
Proof. Lemma 1 shows that for any P E spec(R), EAT = Rp. Assuming that A 5 Q, 
if we set A=& then k is a bounded extension of A. Since I? is integrally closed, 
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it follows that Ei= l?. By Lemma 1 again, Rp = EK,. Since the ring (I?), = & is 
a product of pid’s, the pid’s having only finitely many primes, we find that kp ” &. 
If p E R is regular with pRC R, then Ap%pA p is isomorphic to a submodule 
of p& c Rp. Cl 
Lemmas 1 and 2 combine to show that if A is a rank-l R-module with EA = R, then 
AP is isomorphic to an ideal of RP and EAp = RP for any P E max(R). It will be shown 
in analogy with Jans’ result, that deciphering when Warfield duality holds reduces to 
the more tractible problem of studying canonical ideals of rings (see Proposition 6 
below), so initially we will examine canonical ideals for rings satisfying the standing 
hypothesis. 
Theorem 2. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring satisfying the standing 
hypothesis and an ideal I of R such that EI = R: 
(1) I is a canonical ideal for R. 
(2) Every element of WI is I-reflexive. 
(3) ExtA(J,Z) = 0 for any (regular) ideal J of R. 
(4) HomR(-,I) is exact on %$. 
Proof. (1) + (3). First assume that J contains a regular element a. Let 0 # aR = JO < 
Jl < . . . 5 J, = J be the ideals in a composition series for the module JIRa. Digressing 
slightly, suppose T = R/M is a simple factor with A4 a maximal ideal of R. Representing 
Hom&,I) here using the generic symbol *, we have the exact sequence 
O+R*--tM*+Extk(T,Z)+O. 
The fact that I is a canonical ideal dictates that there is no module properly between 
R* and M*, else, applying * would produce a proper module between M=M*” 
and R=R”*. Therefore, Exti( T,I) is simple. Generally, setting q = Jj/Ji_, , we are 
afforded 
O+J;* +Ji*_, -Ext~(Ji/J;_,,Z)+Ext~(Jj,I)+Ext~(J;_,,/). 
Again, by the correspondence associated with the I-reflexive property, Ji*_, JJi* is sim- 
ple (and nonzero), and must be equal in the above sense to the module ExtA(c,Z). 
Therefore, 0 + Exti(Ji, I) + Exti(Ji_ 1, Z) is exact and an induction argument starting 
with Ex&(aR, I) = 0 shows that Exti(J,I) = 0. 
Now let J be any nonzero ideal. As R is a product of domains RI x . . . x R,, 
if Ofe E R nRj, is such that eJ #O, then J/eJ is a finitely generated submodule of 
ni+jRi and is th ere ore isomorphic to an ideal of R. Because (R n ni fi Ri)+eJ is di- f 
rect and contains a regular element, Ex&eJ,I) = 0. Since J/eJ is isomorphic to an ideal 
of R and is contained in n,,, Ri, an induction argument reveals that ExtA(J/eJ,I) = 0 
too, so Extk(J, Z) = 0. 
(3) ----f (4). For any N E 91 there is an integer m such that N embeds in I”. By 
considering coordinate projections, an easy induction on m shows that Extk(N,Z) = 0 
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(the case m = 1 is covered by (3)). Thus, if 0 + L +A4 + N + 0 is an exact sequence 
from %I then 0 -+ N* + M* + L* + 0 is exact as well. 
(4) + (2). Given a module M E Q?,;, select a free resolution 
From (4), 
0-M" -(Rm)* +K* 10 
is exact, and after observing this latter sequence belongs to Ce, again, we may apply * 
to obtain the commutative diagram 
O-K-R” -M-O 
O-K** A(,“‘)**-, ** - 0 
Since the middle vertical map is an isomorphism, and M E %?I implies that M embeds 
in M**, we infer M”M**. 
(2)+(l) is clear. 0 
We now show that the question surrounding Warfield duality reduces locally. 
Proposition 6. Let R satisfy the standing hypothesis and let A be a torsion-free rank-l 
R-module with EA = R. Then, Warjield duality holds for R at A tf and only iffor each 
P E max(R), AP is a canonical ideal for Rp. 
Proof. We will use * to denote Hom+,A) now. Assume that A,v is a canonical 
ideal for RP for each P E spec(R). Given ME %? A, by Lemma 1 and the equivalence 
of (1) and (2) of Theorem 2, (M**)p =Ho~,Q(Ho~R,,(MP,AP),AP), so the natural 
map from M into A4 ** is an isomorphism for each P E max(R) implying M gnat M**. 
Conversely, an ideal J of RP belongs to an ideal I of R; i.e. Ip = J. Because I gnat I**, 
it follows from Lemma 1 that J is Ap-reflexive. Furthermore, AP is a fractional ideal 
of RP by Lemma 2. 0 
Properties (l), (2) and (4) of Theorem 2 are local while in one sense (3) is not. 
There is a global version of (3) which applies to Warfield duality; namely, condition 
(4) below. Before presenting our main result, a technical lemma is required. 
Lemma 3. Let R satisfy the standing hypothesis and let A< Q contain a regular 
element. If ME %?A and L is an EA-submodule of M, then the image of the map 
HomR(M, A) + HomR(L, A) has torsion cokernel. 
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Proof. Recalling the notation from the proof of Lemmas 1 and 2, since k= RA satis- 
fies pj C A C. 2, we may replace A by A here. Regarding M IAm, II? = I?M <km 
makes sense. Also, 15-u and the maps 0 + HomR(M,j) -+ HomR(M,A) and 0 + 
Horn&A) -+ HomR(L, A) have cokernels bounded by p. It is sufficient to show that 
HomR(u,A) -+ HomR(E,A) has torsion cokernel. 
Write l? as a product RI x ‘. ’ x R, of domains and let ej represent unity in R,,. 
The modules in question have corresponding decompositions : A? = ei Mi, L = ei Li 
and A = ei Ai where, for example, M; = eiM. Because 0 # pei E R for each i, HomR 
behaves as Horn,- in that HomR($;M,, @; Ai) = ei HOmR(M;,Ai). A similar decom- 
position holds for HomR(&A) and we conclude that the map 
decomposes into the component maps 
HomR(Mi, Ai) + HOmR(Li,Ai) 
for i = 1 , . . . ,n. For fixed i, the preceding map is just 
Hom,R(Mi,Ai) -+ Hom,&Li,A, ), 
the cokernel of which is a torsion eiR-module because eiR is an integral domain [19]. 
It follows from the definition of torsion that the cokemel of HOm,,R(Mi,Ai) + 
HOm,R(Li,Ai) is a torsion R-module as well. Therefore HOmR(ti,i) + HomR(i,k) 
has torsion cokemel as needed. 0 
Theorem 3. Let A be a torsion-free rank-l module over the ring R satisfying the 
standing hypothesis. Assuming EA = R, the following are equivalent: 
( 1) Warfield duality holds for R at A. 
(2) For any maximal ideal P of R, AP is a canonical ideal for Rp. 
(3) Any submodule of A is A-rejexive. 
(4) Extk(M,A) is torsion-free as an R-module for each M E %A. 
(5) Hom&,A) is exact on %‘A. 
Proof, The equivalence of (1) and (2) is Proposition 6, and the equivalence of (2) 
and (3) follows analogously. To establish (2) + (5), if 0 + C + B + D + 0 is an exact 
sequence from VA, then 
is exact precisely when 
0 t HomR(D,A)p + HomR(R,A)p + HomR(C,A)p + 0 
is exact for all P E max(R). That the latter sequence is exact follows from Lemma 1, 
property (2), and Theorem 2. The reverse implication will go through as well once we 
have shown, given H E %A,, there is an M E %A with Mp = H. 
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Let H E Ce,,. Say H 5 A;. Denote the image of A in Ap by B and set C = H n B”. 
Since Rp is a flat R-module, C, = H fl(B”‘)p =H ([17]). Call K =Ker(A + Ap). 
Finally, with M 5 Am such that M/Km = C, Mp = H. 
The implication (4) + (5) is verified next. Let 
be an exact sequence from gA. By Lemma 3, the image of f in 
O+HomR(N,A)--+HomR(M,A)+HomR(L,A) L ExtA(N,A), 
is torsion. But since ExtA(N,A) is torsion-free, f = 0. Therefore, Hom,+,A) is exact 
on & as claimed. 
By ExtA(N,A)[r], we mean the torsion submodule of Exth(N,A) consisting of the el- 
ements annihilated by 0 # r E R. In order to show (5) + (4), first let N be a submodule 
of A and let 
(E) O+A+M-+N+O 
represent a member of ExtA(N,A)[r] where r is a regular element of R. Since M 




and the pushout splits, M embeds in A @ N<A @A. Thus, (E) belongs to %?A and by 
(4), A is injective with respect to (E). So, (8) is split, and Exti(N,A) is torsion-free. 
Generally, given M E ‘%?A, we may regard M < Ak. With K = M n (0 @ Ak-‘) and 
N =M/K, N embeds in A and we obtain the induced sequence 
0 -+ HomR(N,A)+HomR(M,A)+HomR(K,A) f‘ 
Ext;(N, A) + Extk(M,A) -+ Ex&K, A). 
By Lemma 3, f has torsion image and by what we have shown above, ExtA(N,A) is 
torsion-free. Therefore, 
0 --+ Ext;(N, A) + Ext;(M, A) ----f Ext;(K, A) 
is exact, and an induction on k reveals that Extk(M,A) is torsion-free. Cl 
To further examine the conditions under which Warfield duality holds, we will 
present a mild variation of Bass’ shifting theorem [ 121. This leads to a curious variation 
of Theorem 2; that being Theorem 4 below. 
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Proposition 7. Let I be an ideal of a ring R satisfying the standing hypothesis and 
suppose that EI = R. Set * = HomR( -, I). 
(1) If M E %R, then there exists an I-generated N E +T& such that 0 + M + M** ---f 
Extk(N,Z) + 0 is exact. 
(2) Assume that Extk(Z, I) = 0. Zf N E %R is I-generated, then there is an M E ‘lk;p 
such that 0 + M + A4** + ExtA(N, R) -+ 0 is exact. 
Proof. (1) Choose a free resolution 0 + K + F + M + 0 with F having finite rank. 
Dualizing (so to speak), we obtain 0 -+M* + F* L K*. Set N = Im f; an I- 
generated submodule of K* belonging to %&. Dualizing again, we obtain the com- 
mutative diagram 
O-K-F- M------+0 
I I I 
* 0-N -F ** a FM** -Ext;(N,Z)-0 
Since F snat F**, and the diagram is commutative, the image of c( in M** is the 
natural embedding of M into M** proving (1). 
(2) Let 0 -+ L + G + N + 0 be a sequence with G = I*. Due to the assumption that 
ExtA( G,I) = 0, dualizing this sequence we obtain 0 + N” --f G* -+ L* + ExtA(N, Z) 4 0. 
Set M = Im( G* + L* ). Using an argument similar to the one used in part (1 ), dualizing 
0 + N* + G* + M -+ 0 produces a sequence 0 + M* + G** + N -+ 0. Dualizing a 
third time allows the formation of the commutative rectangle 
* O-N-G * -M-O 
O-N * A@**-M ** -Ext:,(N,Z)-0 
This time the last zero is justified because Ex&G**,l) = 0 from our hypothesis. The 
remainder of the proof is analogous to that of part (1). •i 
If I is an ideal of R containing the regular element r, then RgrR and rR<I. It 
follows that ‘F; = +F$ in this case. 
Theorem 4. Let I be a regular ideal of a ring R satisfying the standing hypothesis 
and suppose EI = R. The following are equivalent: 
(1) I is a canonical ideal of R. 
(2) Every member of %$ is I-rejlexive. 
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(3) Hom&,I) is exact on any sequence 0+L-+MAN+O from %?.. when N is 
I-generated. 
(4) ExtA(N,I) = 0 for any I-generated N E G&. 
Proof. Again we use * to represent Hom&,Z). 
(1) -+ (4). It follows from Theorem 2 that Ex&I,I) = 0. Given an Z-generated mod- 
ule N, there is an ME W,, with M**/M = Ex&N,Z) by Proposition 8(2). From (1) 
here, Ex&N,Z) = 0. 
(4) -+ (2). This follows from Proposition 8( 1). 
(2) + (1). Clear. 
(4) + (3). If 0 --+ L 4 A4 + N + 0 is an exact sequence from VE and N is I-gene- 
rated, then 0 + N* + M* --) L* + 0 is exact because ExtA(N,Z) = 0. 
(3) + (4). Given N E VR I-generated, resolve N; 0 + K + F + N + 0. From (2), we 
obtain the exact sequence 0 + Extk(N, Z) + 0 = ExtA(F, I). 0 
2. Examples 
We will show that in reflexive rings, an ideal I is a canonical ideal whenever EI = R. 
This provides an ample source for examples. Example 2 below will show it is possible 
for R to have a canonical ideal without being reflexive. 
Proposition 8. Suppose that I is an ideal of a ring R satisfying the standing hypoth- 
esis and assume that EI = R. Then I is invertible if and only if I is R-reflexive, i.e. 
I-‘I=R ifand only $(I-‘)-I =I. 
Proof. If I is invertible, write 1 = sly1 +. . . +s,r, with Sj E I-’ and Yj E I. Then, with 
t E (I-‘)-‘, t = tslrl +. . . + ts,r,,, EI since tsj E R for each j. I.e. (I-‘)-’ =I. 
Conversely, set S = (I-‘I)-‘. If I-‘I = R, then I is invertible. Otherwise I-‘1 # R 
and there is a maximal ideal A4 of R containing Z-II. Since R is one dimensional, 
M-’ contains R properly [3], making S > M-’ a proper extension of R. Further- 
more, since Q is a product of fields, Z-’ is naturally identifiable with HomR(Z,R), 
so that I-‘I =Horn~(z,R)I. Since I-‘1 contains all images of maps from I into R, 
we also have I-‘I= C{f(Z)i f :Z+I-‘I}. Th ere ore, f as argued in [3], given s E S 
andf:ItI -‘I,onehassf :I--tR,sosl~‘l~sHom~(Z,Z~‘Z)Z~Hom~(Z,R)I=Z~’Z. 
Hence ts E S whenever t,s E S and S is a ring. Note that SIP11 CR so SI-’ C I-‘. Be- 
cause I-’ is an S-module, I = (I-‘)-’ = Homs(I-‘, R) is an S-module as well. This 
contradicts ET = R. Therefore, we must have Z-‘I = R. 0 
Theorem 5. Let R be a ring satisfying the standing hypothesis. Zf R is a rejexive 
ring, then any ideal I with EI = R is a canonical ideal of R. Conversely, if I is a 
canonical ideal which is R-rejlexive, then R is a rejexive ring. 
Proof. If R is reflexive, then so is RP for any P E spec(R). By Lemma 1, (E,)p = RP so 
by Proposition 8, 1, is principal. Thus Ip ? RP and Ip is a canonical ideal of Rp (every 
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ideal of RP is Zp-reflexive). By Proposition 6, I is a canonical ideal of R. Conversely, 
assume that I is a canonical ideal of R. By Proposition 6, I, is a canonical ideal for 
Rp, so by Proposition 8, Ip F% Rp. Thus, Rp is a reflexive ring for all P E spec(R), so 
by Proposition 5, R is reflexive. 0 
The following is a consequence of Proposition 6, Lemma 2 and Theorem 5. 
Example 1. If R is a reflexive ring satisfying the standing hypothesis and A is a 
torsion-free rank-l module with EA = R, then Warfield duality holds for R at A. 
We now show that possessing a canonical ideal is weaker than being reflexive. 
Example 2. Recalling the notation of Section 1, the domain EM = R[2y] is not a re- 
flexive ring but has A4 as a canonical ideal. 
Proof. Set S = EM. As in Proposition 1, one can show that S is a local ring with 
maximal ideal N = (2,l + A, 1 + v%, 2~) since 1 + fi and 1 + fl have square 
zeromod 2, and 27 has square zero modulo any ideal containing 1 + fi and 1 + v’%. 
Reflexive ideals in the local ring S whose endomorphism rings are S must be free by 
Proposition 8 and are therefore 2-generated over R (since S is 2-generated over R from 
Proposition 2). By Proposition 4, A4 is not 2-generated over R, so M is not a reflexive 
ideal of S. Consequently, S is not a reflexive ring. 
Recall that R is a reflexive ring (Proposition 3). Let J be an ideal of S. Since S is a 
rank- 1 R-module, the standard computation shows that Homs( J, M) = Horn,@, M), so 
in attempting to show that J is M-reflexive, we may consider the functor HomR(-,M). 
Since J is isomorphic to an ideal of R and R is reflexive, J Enat HomR(HomR(J,R),R). 
A standard fact is that the embedding of a module N = HomR(K, R) into the product RK 
given by the assignment of f E N to the tuple (f (x)1x E K) in RK is a pure R-module 
embedding. Therefore, J embeds as a pure R-module, into a product R”. 
Let J-’ signify the inverse of J relative to the ring R and J* = 
HomR(J,M). If J were invertible as an R-module, then since R is local, J would 
be XR for some x E S. This would imply that R is an S-module, which is not the 
case. Thus, J-‘J #R. Consequently, J-‘J CM. But J-’ is naturally identified with 
HomR(J, R), so HomR(J,R)J CM. This implies that the pure R-module embedding of 
J into RU actually has its image in M li. Hence, there exists a pure embedding 1 : 
J+M”. 
Suppose for some 0 #Y E R and p E J**, that r/l = Ed where ax is the map repre- 
senting evaluation on J” at x E J. If x=ry for some y E J, then rEB = cry = C, and 
p = Ed. Else, x E J\rJ and by the purity of the map 1, there is a coordinate projection 
map 71: MU -+ M such that rc( I(X)) E M\rM. But then, nr E HomR(J,M), which leads 
to nz(x) = aX(nl) = ~b(rcr) E rM, in contradiction to the line above. We have just shown 
that J embeds as a pure R-submodule in J**, and since both J and J** have rank 
one, J = J**. Thus, M is a canonical ideal of S by Theorem 2. 0 
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The results of this article are instrumental in extending Warfield’s duality result for 
abelian groups as depicted in the following result from [lo]. 
Theorem 6 (Goeters [lo]). Let G be a torsion-free abelian group of jinite rank and 
let R = Endz(G). The following are equivalent: 
(1) Homz( -, G) : $7~ + %?c defines a rank preserving duality. 
(2) R is an E-ring and G is a torsion-free rank one R-module, and any one of the 
equivalent conditions of Theorem 3 hold for R and A = G. 
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